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always bet  
on the web 



the golden age  
of frontend  
development
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features
dom
html tokeniser and tree builder, svg without 
plugins and inline in html5, custom elements, 
shadow dom and templates



features
elements
new semantic elements like section, nav, article, 
aside, header, footer and more, new form fields 
types for search, telephone numbers, urls, email, 
dates, month, week, time, number, range and 
color



features
video
the video element, subtitles, track selection,  
video streaming and drm plugins



features
audio
the audio element, generating audio using  
web audio, speech recognition and  
speech synthesis



features
graphics
responsive images, improvements to canvas, 
web animation, requestanimationframe, webgl 
and webvr



features
storage
web sql database and indexeddb



features
network
server send event, beacon, fetch, web sockets, 
streams, webrtc, peer to peer messaging, csp 
and sub resource integrity



features
devices
gamepad control, pointer lock, access to the 
webcam, device motion, device orientation, 
sensor api, web bluetooth and web usb



features
offline support 
service workers, cache api, push messages



features
scripting
mutations observer, url api, encoding api, 
modules, classes, arrow functions, promises, 
template strings, typed arrays, 
internationalisation, async and await



features
css
gradients, transforms, transition, animations, 
shadow, fonts, media queries, selectors, flex 
box, grid
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goodbye 
internet  
explorer



internet explorer 
is a good browser
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internet explorer 6  
is a great browser
(15 years ago)











it's okay to build  
a website that  
doesn't work without 
javascript
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it's okay to build  
a websiteapp that  
doesn't work without 
javascript



the web consists of  
three pillars and 
javascript  
is one of them



users over authors  
over implementors  
over specifiers over 
theoretical purity
– w3c html5 design principles
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we don't develop  
for browsers...  
 

we develop for  
the web





ten good  
things about  
bootstrap



#1
consistency



cheap

#2



free

#2



cheap

#3



easy

#4



#5
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experiment



be happy




